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Chapter 2791: The moment to chase Su Lang 

 ‘News of Gujun again! ’ 

‘Hmph, look what he said! ’ 

Shang Jiuqu snorted coldly in his heart, and when Shen Nian leaped into the jade card of 

communication, his expression suddenly became a little weird. 

Gu Jun: Friends of Shang Jiuqu Daoist, now is the time when the world of great controversy is 

approaching. I have joined the Xuanyu Alliance. This is a large number of members... 

In words. 

I said everything about the welfare of the Xuanyu Alliance. 

Finally, he was invited to join the Xuanyu Alliance. 

This is the second invitation he has received recently. It was Na Jing Yunzi before. 

"Invite me to join what Xuanyu Alliance?" 

"Nowadays, various large-scale eternal forces are indeed forming, such as Jingyunzi and others." 

Shang Jiuqu murmured, "The Jingyunzi and others are all small troubles, but the Xuanyu Alliance looks 

good." 

If you join the Xuanyu Alliance, you can also avoid being trapped by the Xuanyu Alliance people around 

Gujun. 

This is very helpful for chasing down Su Lang and getting enough benefits from Su Lang. 

of course. 

Joining the Xuanyu Alliance does not mean to add, but to go through inspections. 

"The intelligence network I have built for many years should work again!" 

There was a flash of light in Shang Jiu's repertoire, and his thoughts moved, and he immediately issued 

an order to investigate the Xuanyu Alliance. 

Suddenly. 

Countless warriors took action. 

Pieces of information were called out, screened, summarized, and finally passed to Shang Jiuqu's hands. 

The Xuanyu Alliance is a very active force. 

Therefore, it is not difficult to investigate, and the accuracy of the intelligence can be guaranteed. 

For the Xuanyu Alliance. 
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Shang Jiuqu soon had a relatively complete understanding. 

This is an alliance force established by the eternal top level powerhouse of the Nine Universes called 

"Qiu Yutang". 

The reputation of Xuanyu Alliance is not bad, and the benefits are also very good, so it has attracted 

many strong people to join. 

"In that case, join this Xuanyu Alliance." 

"Anyway, if you are not satisfied, you have another chance to withdraw freely." 

Shang Jiuqu thought so, and immediately took out the jade card of transmission and sent a message of 

consent to Emperor Gu Jun Zhou. 

Frost Yao universe, in the high tower chamber. 

"Shang Jiuqu agreed!" 

Emperor Gu Jun looked at the jade card in his hand and smiled. 

He has promised Emperor Li Xuanzhou to join the Xuanyu Alliance. 

The members of the Xuanyu Alliance have indicators for pulling people. The more people pull, the 

stronger, the better the benefits. 

Therefore, Emperor Gu Jun Zhou chose to invite Shang Jiuqu to join the Xuanyu Alliance. 

"Congratulations, fellow daoist!" 

"Congratulations to fellow Taoist Gujun!" 

"..." 

Wan Qixing and Song Yuanchen, as well as Emperor Li Xuanzhou, all congratulated. 

"Thank you, everyone." 

Emperor Gu Jun Zhou bowed his hand in return, "Then, let's prepare first before going to the 

headquarters of Xuanyu Alliance." 

"Row." 

"Then I won't bother to wait." 

Wan Qixing and others arched their hands, "Farewell." 

They knew that Emperor Gujun had to deal with Su Lang's affairs, and that Shuang Yao and other cosmic 

regions also needed to prepare to join the Xuanyu Alliance. 

"Go slow." 

Emperor Gujun Zhou nodded and watched Li Xuan, Song Yuanchen, and Wan Qi travel through the void 

and disappeared after entering a fixed time-space tunnel. 



"Next!" 

"It's the time to chase Su Lang!" 

Emperor Gu Jun Zhou smiled coldly, and took out the jade plate for communication and exchanged with 

Shang Jiuqu. 

The two agreed to meet in a certain natural universe first, and then chase Su Lang from different 

directions. 

In this way, one person is responsible for catching up, and one person is responsible for waiting for the 

rabbits, and the greatest guarantee can be used to kill Su Lang! 

of course. 

In addition to the two, the rest of the arrangement can not be less! 

After some discussions between the two. 

They set off immediately and went to meet. 

The other side. 

Su Lang used his clone to replace the sword net from Emperor Gujun Zhou, and ran directly into the 

high-level natural universe of the Yilong universe. 

"This Yilong Universe is also very good." 

"The energy of the universe is a bit thicker than the universe of the fighting capital." 

"Well, the environment here is pretty good, the scenery is pleasant and refreshing." 

Su Lang was sitting on a very tall dragon corpse, and there were a large number of dragons fleeing in the 

distance! 

He sank into the mysterious black space, observing the operation of the one-key training function and 

the one-key martial arts function. 

Both are operating at full capacity. 

Chapter 2792: Shang Jiuqu meets with Gu Jun 

The reason why the Wushu villain ended the ‘holiday’. 

It was because Su Lang stole a lot of passages of exercises by stealing words on the way to the Shuang 

Yao universe. 

These incomplete passages are completely useless to others, such as Emperor Gu Jun Zhou. 

But for Su Lang, the incomplete passages of these exercises can be directly turned into treasures with 

the fragment repair function, and restored into the perfect exercise original! 

Therefore, the little people Xiwu became busy again. 

"I believe it won't take long for my combat power to usher in an upgrade again." 
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Su Lang smiled, and immediately began to think about Emperor Gujun Zhou. 

Regarding Emperor Gujun Zhou, Su Lang did not regret offending this person. 

First of all. 

This person is the chief culprit in plundering the boundless universe! The real culprit! 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou or something can only be regarded as a second invader later, and the damage 

to the boundless universe is extremely limited. 

Emperor Gu Jun once plundered the entire Nine Desolate Universe, and countless resources were taken 

away. 

Otherwise, the prosperity of the boundless universe must definitely be higher! 

The difficulty of practicing to a higher level in the boundless universe will also be greatly reduced! 

Secondly, the emperor Gujun Zhou was not enough to swallow an elephant, and he became greedy 

when he saw the natural treasures and the original techniques given by Su Lang. 

After he wants to squeeze Su Lang's value dry, he will send it to Shang Jiuqu for processing! 

It's simply a black heart to the extreme. 

"Fortunately, such a person can see clearly soon." 

"Now, I don't know if this person has discovered where I am now." 

"Well, it's probably impossible to find, but it's so far apart." 

"Unfortunately, although I have opened the map to the Shuang Yao universe, the intelligence system 

has not kept up." 

"It's time to let the treasure hunting flying gliders fly out." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang flew the treasure hunt flying flying into the universe he had 

experienced, spreading everywhere. 

Treasure hunting flying gliders are very common. 

There was no trace of aura on his body, and he was so plain that he couldn't even attract the attention 

of girls. 

Under normal circumstances, no one would have thought that this would be Su Lang's eyes! 

"The treasure hunt flying flying flying has been released." 

"But it will take a lot of time to get enough information." 

"So, we need to do many preparations!" 

Su Lang touched his chin, and immediately released a large number of Hundred Shadow clones between 

his waves! 



These avatars of Hundred Shadows appeared silently in the unmanned void of a large number of 

universes, and then sneaked towards the place with people. 

Immediately after. 

These avatars began to use "Mingguang Wanjie" to create a large number of local indigenous 

subordinates. 

In this way. 

It will soon penetrate a natural universe! 

In addition. 

Su Lang also collected half-step eternal powers everywhere, turned them into his own subordinates, and 

immediately used the avenue empowerment function to help these people break into the eternal realm. 

These newcomers, in the well-ordered Shuang Yao universe, are immediately like bamboo shoots rising 

up, attracted by all forces. 

So, one infiltration succeeded again, 

And in the Frost Yao universe. 

There are a large number of ‘time-space channels’ connecting the various universes, facilitating the 

movement of warriors and making it easier for the people of Su Lang to penetrate. 

Of course, the enemy is not a vegetarian. 

There are also accidents and abnormal situations are discovered. 

But this kind of situation is rare, and it is hardly worth mentioning compared to the many strange and 

strange things that have happened in the entire natural universe. 

and so. 

Su Lang's infiltration plan with the treasure hunt flying flying fly and the clone went quite smoothly. 

just. 

The intelligence of the eternal realm of the Nine Universes is still difficult to inquire. 

After all, the eternal level of Nine Universes is too high. 

Su Lang was not discouraged either, and setting up an intelligence network was not an overnight task. 

Time passed slowly. 

Emperor Gujun Zhou and Shang Jiuqu met in a high-level natural universe. 

"Shang Jiuqu Daoist, happy meeting!" 

"Gu Jun Daoist friend, admire for a long time!" 

"Hahaha, fellow Taoist is so polite!" 



"..." 

After some greetings, the two sides entered the topic. 

"Shang Jiuqu Daoist." 

"You can locate Su Lang's location, I don't know where that kid is now?" 

Emperor Gu Jun asked with a smile. 

Chapter 2793: The eternal plan of the two great nine universes 

"it's here!" 

"There are many cosmic regions." 

"Now his location is called Yilong Universe, and my clone has been there." 

"..." 

Shang Jiuqu waved a picture of the universe, pointing to the position of Su Lang, with a dangerous light 

in his eyes. 

"Are you here?" 

"Yilong universe!" 

"The avatar of Fellow Daoist has been to this Yilong universe, and I have also passed by Yilong universe. 

This kid dares to settle in Yilong universe. I don't know if it is stupid or arrogant!" 

Gu Jun looked at the place where Shang Jiuqu pointed, and nodded heavily. 

The direction of the Yilong universe is exactly the south-east direction of the Shuang Yao universe, which 

is consistent with the direction pointed out by Wan Qixing. 

"Haha." 

"Unexpectedly, fellow Daoist had also been to the Yilong universe." 

"This Su Lang can suddenly reach the Yilong Universe from the Shuang Yao universe, it must have been 

arranged in advance." 

"The universe where Su Lang was born is called the Doudu universe, which is a high-level universe 

adjacent to the Yilong universe." 

"He killed almost all the eternal powers of the Yilong Universe before, and now considers it his second 

territory." 

Shang Jiuqu laughed loudly, "It is estimated that he has tried his best to stay away from us, but at most 

he will go to the Yilong universe." 

"I also know Doudu Zhouyu." 

"I also found two new born small universes in that place and collected some innate treasures." 
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"Then Su Lang is staying in the Yilong universe right now, just like being forced to a corner by us, there is 

no more way to go." 

Emperor Gu Jun nodded and said, "Of course, he can also choose to continue to flee to a strange place, 

but that will face more and greater risks. This is definitely not what he wants!" 

"Humph!" 

"No matter how he escapes, he can't escape from my Tongyu Divine Orb!" 

"Now that his position has been determined, let's start further layout." 

Shang Jiuqu sneered, murderous in his eyes! 

"Ok." 

"Su Lang's supernatural ability to escape is very weird, so I have to guard against it." 

"I deduced him in the worst-case scenario. I think he still has a few layouts. In these suspicious locations, 

he will set up eternal powerhouses waiting for the rabbit." 

"Of these places, the first is the Doudu Universe, and the other places are the places where Su Lang 

followed Li Hong and the others to the Shuang Yao Universe, where he stayed for a longer time." 

"..." 

Emperor Gu Jun Zhou nodded, thinking and analyzing seriously. 

He really regarded Su Lang as a difficult opponent. 

"okay!" 

"Just do what you said." 

Shang Jiuqu had no objection to Gujun Zhou's arrangement. 

then. 

With their plans to chase and kill Su Lang, traps began to be laid slowly! 

just. 

Even if they thought of Su Lang very well, they would never have thought that Su Lang's mobility had far 

exceeded their imagination! 

Anywhere I've been. 

No arrangement is required. 

Su Lang can dispatch the clone again and replace it! 

It's so unreasonable! 

Time continues to pass. 



In a blink of an eye, a large number of traps have spread. 

Emperor Gujun Zhou and Shang Jiuqu also gradually approached the Yilong universe! 

at the same time. 

"The cultivation base accumulated during this time can almost increase the number of Crystal Wall 

Universe to 13,000 Gai!" 

Sitting in the Yilong universe, Su Lang looked at the golden cultivator with a satisfied smile on his face. 

In addition. 

The exercises obtained from repairing fragments last time have been practiced again. 

Although it is not a very advanced eternal exercise, there are some benefits. 

"system!" 

"Start the Crystal Wall universe function and perfect the target Crystal Wall world!" 

Su Lang had a calm expression and gave instructions to the system in his heart. 

Suddenly! 

The cultivation base accumulated for many days was instantly instilled into Su Lang's body! 

Immediately, the power of the fusion of the time avenue began to penetrate into the crystal wall world. 

Rumble! 

The inner space of the crystal wall world has skyrocketed! 

After integrating the time avenue, a circular ring finally fills in the last flaw and becomes completely 

transparent! 

At this point. 

It was promoted to the level of Crystal Wall Universe! 

Under the inculcation of countless cultivation bases. 

The qualitative change of Crystal Wall World is very rapid. 

In an instant, it increased from twelve thousand one hundred and thirty-seven gai to thirteen thousand 

three hundred and twenty-three gai! 

The aura on Su Lang's body also increased layer by layer, and finally seemed to have broken through an 

invisible bottleneck. His aura suddenly soared and reached another level! 

Chapter 2794: Breakthrough, the eternal state of the eight universes 

"Eight Eternal Realm, finally here!" 
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Su Lang slowly opened his eyes, and the two rays of light flashed like thunder, slowly dissipating in the 

air. 

Thoughts moved. 

The properties panel appears. 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: Human race 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Eight Eternity 

[Attack level]: Eight Eternity + 

[Defensive Level]: Eight Eternity + 

[Shenfa Level]: Eight Eternity + 

[Endurance Level]: Eight Eternity + 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Huanni 

[Mastering the exercises]: "Unlimited Liyu Juntian Chaos Sutra", "Ten Thousand Laws Return to One · 

Infinite Profound Meaning" (Eternal Grade, Super Yi) 

[Activated system functions]: one-key training function (level 57), one-key martial arts function (level 

57), one-key clone function (level 56), one-key treasure hunting function (level 55), one-key alchemy 

function (21 One-key mixer function (21-level), one-key refining function (21-level), one-key synthesis 

function (21-level), one-key initiation function (30-level), one-key enhancement function (15-level), One-

key decomposition function (no level) 

"Finally the plus sign appears!" 

"This means that my daily combat power has reached a level that is infinitely close to the Nine Universe 

Eternal Realm!" 

"Once the secret technique is used and the swallowing clone function is used, the combat power will 

reach the real Nine Eternal Realm without any problem." 

"The most important thing is that my avatar and twin avatars have almost the same combat power as 

me, and the gap is very small!" 

"After combining the stars and clouds, they are the two fighters of the Nine Universe Eternal Realm! Or 

the kind with their own wisdom!" 

Su Lang squinted his eyes, feeling the majestic power in his body, and couldn't help being a little 

intoxicated. 

of course. 

He would not be obsessed with the current power and become complacent. 



Strength, no matter how strong it is! 

But just as Su Lang intends to continue practicing. 

Om——! ! 

A strange wave appeared in his perception. 

"It's the fluctuation of the induction array!" 

"An eternal powerhouse has entered the universe near me without authorization!" 

Su Lang's expression moved, and he saw the appearance of the incoming person by sensing the image 

transmission treasure built into the array. 

But I saw one of them had a handsome face, the same feeling as Shang Quhan. 

Calling up the property panel, it is Shang Jiuqu! 

"This person is the deity of Shang Quhan, Shang Jiuqu!" 

"The senior powerhouse of the Nine Universe Eternal Realm is indeed powerful." 

"But, is he the only one here?" 

Su Lang narrowed his eyes, and immediately looked at the people in the rest of the universe. 

But I saw that in the adjacent universe of the Yilong universe, there were basically people breaking in, 

but these were only the eternal martial artist of the eight universes. 

There are also several natural universes. I don't know if they were not discovered by the other party or 

what, no one broke in. 

"There are strong people from all directions." 

"And the exercises practiced by these powerful people are all of the Shang Jiuqu one series." 

"Could it be that only Shang Jiuqu brought people to kill!?." 

"Well, Tongyu Mi Shenlu is extremely rare and rare. This kind of chasing technique is comparable to my 

treasure hunting ancestral glider, and naturally there are very few people who master it!" 

"This time it is likely that I ran away from Gu Jun, and Shang Jiuqu used Tongyu Divine Orb to determine 

my position. An abnormality was discovered, so I blatantly killed it!" 

"Of course, it does not rule out the possibility that Emperor Gu Jun Zhou will also kill, and even they may 

join forces, although the possibility is unlikely." 

"..." 

Su Lang felt his chin and thought, and then squinted his eyes. 

To confirm whether Shang Jiuqu alone brought people to the killing, there is a simple way, and that is to 

directly explore the Shuang Yao universe! 



"system!" 

"Start the clone dispatch!" 

With a thought of Su Lang, he immediately dispatched a clone to the Shuang Yao universe. 

And it appeared directly in the old lair of Emperor Gujun Zhou, in the top of the tower! 

The moment the clone appeared, the divine mind was unfolded. 

Suddenly. 

Found no one around! 

But this is not over yet. 

Another treasure hunting flying fly appeared in the hands of the clone. 

This treasure hunting flying flying fly has absorbed the breath of Emperor Gujun Zhou. 

But the treasure hunting flying flying glider did not pursue the action in the top of the tower, but made a 

rapid call on the spot. 

Ordinary treasure hunting flying gliders do not have the ability to cross the barriers of the natural 

universe to find people. 

Therefore, it can be seen from the response of this treasure hunting flying flying glider that Emperor 

Gujun Zhou is not in the Shuang Yao universe. 

Chapter 2795: Didn't plan to leave like this 

"what?" 

"It shouldn't be!" 

"Emperor Gujun Zhou is using the word "Weapon" to keep his weapons secret. If there is no emergency, 

it is impossible to leave here." 

"And he left by coincidence, just when Shang Jiuqu came to attack and kill me!" 

"Could it be that Emperor Gu Jun Zhou really joined forces with Shang Jiuqu to kill me?" 

"Forget it, it doesn't matter where he goes, anyway, I have a deadly vengeance, anyway, I have to leave 

here to avoid Shang Jiuqu, so I can just go and do a wave of Gujun Zhou Emperor!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, and immediately showed a sneer, "However, I still have to wait a while. I 

have just been promoted. I should try my new method with Shang Jiuqu." 

Thought of this. 

Su Lang had already made a decision in his heart. 

Just then! 

"Su Lang child!" 
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"You dare to kill my clone and take away the remaining pages of immortality that belong to me. I will kill 

you!" 

Accompanied by the roar of Shaking Universe, Shang Jiuqu's fastest speed traversed the barriers of time 

and space, and reached not far from Su Lang! 

at the same time. 

Waves of intense time and space fluctuations came from all directions, up and down, right and left, and 

it was a master of the Eight Eternal Realm who moved slowly. 

"Shang Jiuqu." 

"You finally came." 

"I've been waiting for you for a long time." 

At the moment when Shang Jiuqu appeared, Su Lang spoke mockingly with his mind. 

"kill!!" 

Shang Jiuqu ignored Su Lang's ridicule, and directly developed the strongest supernatural powers! 

The endless power of the crystal wall spurs the power of the natural universe, merges with each other, 

intertwines and entangles to form a translucent and semi-imaginary blue-black giant clock! 

Rumble! 

The giant clock fell, enveloping Su Lang! 

at the same time. 

The attack of the eternal realm of the eight universes followed closely! 

The horrifying fingers condensed by the power of the universe, sharp sword intent, domineering sword 

aura and other attack methods are slaying fiercely! 

This combination of offenses. 

It is based on the siege supernatural powers of the Nine Eternal Realm, supplemented by the ultimate 

moves of the Eight Eternal Realm, aimed at trapping Su Lang! 

Because Su Lang's mobility is really abnormal. To run directly from the Shuangyao universe to this Yilong 

universe, Shang Jiuqu and Gujun Zhou emperor had to do this! 

just. 

They didn't know that as long as they didn't kill Su Lang with a single blow, leaving a trace of life, they 

would not be able to stop Su Lang from using the clone replacement. 

But if Su Lang was really killed with a single blow, it would trigger death substitution, and Su Lang would 

still run away. 

therefore. 



Unless Su Lang had completely wiped out the clones within half an hour, only his life would be left. 

Otherwise, no matter what, it won't work. 

Of course. 

If Su Lang actively does not want to leave, it will lead to a "trapped" situation. 

At this time, Su Lang didn't plan to leave like this. 

Shang Jiuqu has worked so hard to hit here, how can he let him go back empty-handed, at least he has 

to give him a ‘great gift’! 

Therefore 

-"Swallow the clone! Stars and clouds together!" 

Su Lang thought, leaving six avatars for death, swallowing fifty avatars! 

The other incarnations and Gemini incarnations are merged into one every fifty-five. 

The remaining one avatar and the twin avatars become two hundred shadow avatars, responsible for 

surveillance, vigilance and the like in each universe. 

at this time. 

The secret technique unfolds. 

Su Lang's aura surged wildly, soaring directly from the level that was infinitely close to the nine 

universes to the real level of the eternal nine universes. 

Then it was further improved, crossing the initial entry stage and reaching a higher level of combat 

power! 

The next moment. 

The attack methods of more than a dozen Eight Eternal Realms penetrated the blue and black semi-

imaginary clock, and they actually fell on Su Lang. 

however! 

Su Lang is now the real Nine Eternity. 

The attack on the eternal realm of the eight universes is simply not worth mentioning. 

What terrifying fingers, sharp sword spirit, domineering sword spirit, all collapsed and disappeared! 

Such a scene! 

Directly stunned Shang Jiuqu and his subordinates! 

"what!!" 

"The combat power goes straight from the realm of the eight universes to the nine universes, and it's 

not a weak one!!" 



"This, how is this possible!!" 

"..." 

Shang Jiuqu's eyes widened, his heart was full of stormy waves, and the other Eight Eternal Realm 

subordinates were even more dazed. 

Just then! 

The two avatars of Xing Cuanyun suddenly appeared on both sides behind Shang Jiuqu. 

The deity of Su Lang and the clone form a triangle shape, surrounding the nine songs of Shang! 

The battlefield situation changes rapidly! 

One and a half steps from Su Lang's besieged Jiu Zhou, Su Lang's three eternal powers of the Jiu Zhou 

besieged Shang Jiuqu! ! 

Chapter 2796: Great War Business Nine Songs 

"Do not!" 

"Well, what is going on!" 

"How can there be three Nine Universe Eternal Realm powerhouses here!" 

"Furthermore, these Nine Universes are all like Su Lang!" 

"Could it be that these are Su Lang children's clones, his true identity is a super old monster hidden in 

the endless universe for countless years!?" 

"..." 

Shang Jiuqu and all of his subordinates were stunned by the sudden change! 

Because this scene before me is really amazing! 

In addition. 

A deep fear and anxiety arose in Shang Jiuqu's heart! 

Even, he felt that the situation had reached a very bad point! 

Although he is a senior Nine Universe Eternal, but the middle level among the Nine Universes is higher. 

The deity of Su Lang and the two clones are both lower than the middle level of the Nine Universes. 

but. 

Since even three Nine Universe Level Su Langs have appeared, even more incredible things will probably 

happen! 

however. 

At this moment. 
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He has reached the point where he can hardly ride a tiger, he can't retreat even if he wants to! 

at this time. 

"The Jade of Life Broken·Breaking a Sword!!" 

The two avatars of Su Lang simultaneously launched the strongest explosive secret technique, and the 

two eternal bodies bloomed with sharp light, condensing into two extremely bright sword lights! 

The infiltrating pure white sword light possesses the power of breaking a sword hundreds of thousands 

of times! 

Together, the two sword lights slammed crazy from both sides behind Shang Jiuqu! ! 

"Damn!!" 

Shang Jiuqu was shocked, and when he reached out his hand, a lotus flower suddenly bloomed from his 

body, forming countless layers of solid barriers. 

This is the defensive treasure he refined with the eternal eternal lotus! 

While unfolding the treasure of defense. 

The sword light fell on both sides of the lotus barrier. 

Rumble! 

The force that caused the entire universe to tremble in time and space burst out. 

The barrier of the eternal lotus shattered layer by layer, and it turned out to be as vulnerable as paper! 

"How could it be so strong!" 

"This is already the high-level power of the Nine Universe Eternal Realm!" 

Shang Jiuqu's eyes were about to split, and his heart was horrified, and he thought Su Lang had such a 

terrifying explosive secret technique! 

The occasion of horror. 

Shang Jiuqu desperately seized the opportunity and unfolded [Universal Borrowing Method·Lixu], and 

his whole body became illusory, as if he were in another parallel world! 

This secret technique unfolded, and the eternal lotus around it gradually faded! 

But the power of two swords and one sword is really terrifying. 

"The world borrows the law, the nine calamities of extinction!" 

Shang Jiuqu was extremely severely affected, and had to start a burst secret technique to strengthen the 

effect of the Void Secret Technique! 

boom! 

A vast and majestic might bloomed from Shang Jiuqu's body. 



The effect of the Void Secret Art has been greatly enhanced! 

The sword light of the two avatars of Su Lang destroyed most of the defense barriers of Eternal Lotus, 

and even caused a lot of cracks in its body. 

However, the enhanced version of Shang Jiuqu's Void Secret Art still successfully made him blur under 

the sword light. 

Po Yijian Jianguang passed straight through the illusory scene of Shang Jiuqu, and flew to the extreme 

distance of the universe. 

But at this moment! 

"Master of the Universe, Universe Flash!" 

Su Lang's deity carries the Youtian Sword to assist and move the secret technique. 

While turning the entire natural universe into the home, the body appeared directly outside the 

translucent cyan clock. 

The Youtian Sword in his hand also cut out [Universal Annihilation·Breaking Sword] in an instant! 

At this moment. 

The entire natural universe has turned into Su Lang's home court, and the priority dispatching power of 

the natural universe's power has also fallen into Su Lang's hands. 

The series of secret techniques of Shang Jiuqu [Universal Borrowing Method] were all restrained by Su 

Lang! 

Moreover, Su Lang himself had practiced the [Universal Borrowing Method·Lixu] secret technique, and 

reached the super-easy level, directly surpassing Shang Jiuqu himself. 

He was clear about the flaws in the Void Secret Art. 

Shang Jiuqu performed this series of secret techniques in front of him, which can be said to be a trick! 

therefore! 

Su Lang escaped from the cyan giant clock, unfolded the secret technique, and immediately forced 

Shang Jiuqu out of the state of vacuity! 

When Shang Jiuqu was in horror, the Po Yi Sword that Youtian Sword slashed out followed and fell 

directly on him! 

Rumble--! ! 

A terrifying explosion sounded. 

Chapter 2797: How could Su Lang be so strong 

Click! 

More cracks appeared on the body of the eternal lotus. 
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These cobweb-like cracks directly penetrate the inside and outside of this defensive treasure! 

The next moment. 

Boom-wow! 

In the twin pupils of Shang Jiuqu's sudden shrinkage, the eternal lotus body exploded, turning into 

countless fragments of powder and flying away! 

But Su Lang's attack broke the sword, but the power was still not exhausted! 

This sword was cut out with the Youtian sword as the main body, and added the profound meaning of 

the world's extinguishment, which consumed Su Lang's whole body strength. 

In addition, the Youtian Sword itself has the characteristic of knowing one strike, and its power can be 

increased by five times on the basis, and it has the characteristic of devouring power, absorbing the 

defense power of the eternal lotus. 

The superposition of various factors caused Su Lang's sword to be almost even stronger than the sword 

light smashed by the clone and the jade of the strongest secret technique. 

at this time. 

The remaining power is still not enough to break the sword and continue to kill Shang Jiuqu! 

"How could this sword light still have so much power!?" 

"The world borrows the law, establishes the virtual, the universe turns!" 

Shang Jiuqu was horrified, and with the help of the eruption of the Nine Tribulations of Extinction, the 

secret technique of dodge was used again. 

however. 

The Youtian Sword has the characteristic of being sure to hit with one hit, which is not comparable to 

the sword light of the clone. 

The secret technique of Shang Jiuqu was originally suppressed by Su Lang's [Zhou Domain Master], and 

it is even more impossible to avoid the sword light of Youtian Sword at this time! 

His dodge was in vain after all. 

Although forcibly changed to another position. 

However, the Po Yi Jian Jian Qi that Youtian Sword slashed, turned a corner like a life, and directly fell on 

Shang Jiuqu's body. 

"Jilan·Extinction!" 

The surface of Shang Jiu was pale, and once again used the secret technique, and it was an enhanced 

version of the secret technique! 

Jilan·Extinction, can only leave one life after casting. 



A semi-imaginary mask appeared on the surface of Shang Jiuqu's skin, covering his entire body. 

At the very moment! 

Blocked the residual power of Po Yijian! 

Rumble! 

The aftermath of the previous explosions has not dispersed yet, yet another terrifying bombardment 

exploded in the universe! 

Around the battlefield, space and time are all distorted, forming irregular folds. 

Soon. 

These folds fractured and annihilated layer by layer, forming a cosmic void spreading tens of thousands 

of light years. 

This is because the power of Su Lang and Shang Jiuqu is controlled properly, and the power that escapes 

is relatively small. 

Otherwise, it would be easy to make a million light-year space-time fault. 

The bombardment came quickly and went quickly. 

The defense supported by Shang Jiuqu and the sword of Su Lang's broken sword were consumed at the 

same time. 

"Shang Jiuqu, you are nothing but that!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth hooked, and the Youtian Sword in his hand had been cut down at the 

fastest speed! 

His resilience is really amazing. 

After Universe Nirvana began, a lot of strength was quickly restored. 

This attack, although certainly not as good as the first sword. 

But Shang Jiuqu was not at its peak, but fell to the bottom! 

This way is also a breaking sword used by the Universal Annihilation Profound meaning, severely 

slashing towards Shang Jiuqu. 

"Jiming Renmaru!" 

The Shang Jiu repertoire shrank sharply, and while supporting the defense, a secret technique was once 

again unfolded! 

However, an extremely strange aura directly envelops the surrounding Eight Eternal Realm 

powerhouses. 

"what!!" 

"Master, no!" 



"My strength, Lord, please..." 

"..." 

Under this ‘human pill’ mystery, a powerful eternal statue of the eight universes has no resistance at all, 

and is directly drawn from a huge amount of cosmic power and vitality. 

The breath of Shang Jiuqu is also quickly recovering. 

The newly unfolded defensive barrier on his body suddenly became much stronger, and it happened to 

die with Su Lang's second attack. 

"Damn it!" 

"How could this Su Lang be so strong!?" 

Shang Jiuqu's heart was full of fear, and his body had already seized the opportunity to sink into the 

ripples of time and space. He wanted to escape! 

at this time. 

Wow! 

Two dazzling sword lights suddenly hit from both sides! 

But it was Su Lang's two avatars who used the jade of life to break the sword! 

"what!!" 

Shang Jiuqu was horrified, standing upside down all over his body, and countless cold sweat instantly 

soaked on his back. 

But in order to escape, he has missed the opportunity to resist! 

He could only stare at his eyes wide, and watched as the two sword lights fell on his body. 

Chapter 2798: Shang Jiuqu's defeat 

boom--! ! 

The extremely strong explosion spread out around the body of Shang Jiuqu, and the nearby large cosmic 

space and time annihilated, forming a cosmic void! 

"Su Lang child, wait for me!!" 

Shang Jiuqu roared incomparably bitterly, and he ran away from the battlefield with severe injuries to 

his dying body by the desperate blow from the two clones of Su Lang. 

Wow! 

The Jade of Fate failed to kill the target, and Su Lang's two clones collapsed and dissipated. 

"Unfortunately, it was the sword light of the clone that hurt Shang Jiuqu." 
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"If it was a Po Yi sword that was slashed by the Youtian Sword, this product has already triggered the 

Youtian Sword's characteristic of breaking defense and death, and it will be over." 

"But it doesn't matter. Shang Jiuqu was seriously injured and was about to die. He couldn't run far." 

"Now is the hunting time!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised slightly, and between his waves, a black golden flying squirrel 

appeared in his hand. It was the treasure hunting ancestral flying squirrel. 

"Squeak!" 

The treasure hunting ancestor glider took in the breath of Shang Jiuqu, immediately locked its position 

and launched the pursuit! 

Su Lang sent a Hundred Shadow clone to follow the treasure hunting ancestor glider, and he turned his 

head to look at the surrounding eternal martial artists of the Eight Eternal Realms. 

These more than a dozen Eight Eternal Realms have been captured by Shang Jiuqu's secret technique, 

one by one like a corpse. 

The crystal wall universe in its body has shrunk a lot and is about to collapse. 

Seeing Su Lang looking towards him. 

The eternal warriors of the Eight Universes who were dying suddenly showed despair. 

"No! Lord Su Lang, please! Forgive me!" 

"The little one is willing to be a cow and a horse for you, even if he pays his life!" 

"Please, Master Su Lang, Xia Slave knows a lot about Shang Jiuqu, please forgive me!" 

"..." 

One by one, the eternal warriors of the Eight Universes knelt in the void and pleaded, humbled like 

writhing maggots. 

There are also some eternal warriors of the Eight Universes paralyzed in the void like their fate, with 

despair on their faces. 

"dead!" 

Su Lang cut out the Youtian Sword in his hand, and an ordinary sword light flew out, forming a flexible 

little sword. 

The small sword flies and shuttles like a flying needle, and in a blink of an eye it penetrates the eternal 

martial artist of the eight cosmos. 

"Ding! You get the Eternal Soul*1, the Eternal Dao Crystal*1, the Eternal Life Universe*1, the Eternal 

Body*1..." 

"Ding! You got the Eternal Soul*1..." 



"Ding!......" 

System prompts sounded one after another, and a large number of heaven, material and earth treasures 

suddenly poured into Su Lang's storage space. 

at the same time. 

In a natural universe not far away. 

"Why haven't you come yet?" 

"Didn't Shang Jiuqu have said that Su Lang will be sent to my side?" 

"Could it be that Su Lang has been directly killed by him? It's impossible, right? Su Lang is so cunning, he 

could not kill him alone!" 

"Or, Su Lang was rushed to other natural universes?" 

"But every natural universe around here has my hands in ambush, and I haven't received any news." 

"What the **** is going on!?" 

"..." 

Emperor Gu Jun Zhou was hiding in the time and space of the universe, frowning deeply, and various 

thoughts flashed in his heart. 

He wanted to go and see in Yilong Universe. 

But he was worried that he would act rashly and undermine the plan he had set before, causing Su Lang 

to escape. 

at this time! 

There was a rush of news from the jade card. 

"There's news!" 

Emperor Gu Jun Zhou's expression moved, "Could it be that Shang Jiuqu killed Su Lang alone? That way, I 

would suffer!" 

Thinking in his heart, he took out the jade card of communication and explored his spiritual mind, and 

his complexion suddenly changed! 

‘Gu Jun! ’ 

‘Su Lang’s combat power is far more than you and I expected! ’ 

‘He not only has the eternal mid-level combat power of the Nine Universes, but also has two clones of 

the same level! ’ 

‘I suspect that he is an old monster who specializes in cultivating clones. He has hidden for countless 

years. He is probably older than us! ’ 

‘I fought a battle, fleeing and losing all my subordinates! ! ’ 



‘...’ 

Seeing this, Emperor Gujun Zhou's eyes burst open, his eyes protruding, full of incredible expression. 

"How can it be!" 

"How is this possible!" 

"Although Su Lang is very strong, he seems to be just a top-level master of the Eight Universes. How 

could he defeat Shang Jiuqu!" 

"Nine Universe Intermediate level combat power...How did Su Lang do it? Could it be that he is really an 

old monster who specializes in clones?" 

"Damn it, now that Shang Jiuqu is defeated by Su Lang and can only escape, how should I choose?" 

"..." 

Emperor Gu Jun Zhou whispered in disbelief, and he almost doubted the world. 

Chapter 2799: Gu Jun Zhou Emperor killed to 

suddenly. 

Another news came. 

‘I lost! ! ’ 

‘But Su Lang is not feeling well! ’ 

‘His two clones are all dead, and the deity has fallen into the weakest state due to excessive use of 

occult techniques! ’ 

‘He must be regaining his strength now, Gujun, go and kill him! ’ 

From the words of Shang Jiuqu, you can see how frustrated and angry he is, as well as the endless killing 

intent towards Su Lang. 

"This is, both lose and lose!?" 

"Yes, Shang Jiuqu is so powerful, how could Su Lang defeat him so easily!" 

"Maybe, Su Lang's injury is more serious than that of Shang Jiuqu!" 

"In that case, now is the best time to kill Su Lang!" 

"..." 

A gleam of light appeared in the gloomy eyes of Emperor Gu Jun Zhou, and it immediately turned into 

determination! 

Just do it. 

Emperor Gu Jun Zhou immediately unfolded the power of time and space and set off toward the Yilong 

universe. 
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The other side. 

Shang Jiuqu kept running away, dripping blood crazily in his heart, almost asphyxiated with distress. 

This battle. 

He thought he could easily kill Su Lang, divide his wealth, and take revenge for the clone. 

Unexpectedly, he was once again defeated by Su Lang! 

This is the second time! 

Moreover, he was defeated by Su Lang with full firepower and all the cards thrown out! 

Now not only was he seriously injured and fleeing, like a bereaved dog, all his subordinates were also 

killed. 

Those Eight Eternal Realms are not worth mentioning in front of the Nine Universe powerhouses, but 

they are extremely difficult to cultivate and can be masters on their own. 

The domain master of the ordinary high-level universe is just the eternal realm of the eight universes. 

Now, fourteen died directly! 

"Damn Su Lang!" 

"One day, I will kill you back and wipe you out!" 

"..." 

Shang Jiuqu was full of hatred and roared uncontrollably. 

But he didn't stop the pace of fleeing, traveling through the natural universe one by one, hoping to 

escape back to his home as soon as possible, and then heal his injuries. 

at the same time. 

In the Yilong universe. 

"All the power of the universe is restored!" 

"The secret technique of innocuous breath is worthy of being a secret technique deduced by the source 

of the technique, it is awesome!" 

"There is also the sword of life. After the enhancement and qualitative change, it is getting more and 

more powerful." 

Su Lang stood up from the void, his body was majestic, and he had already returned to his peak state. 

Soon. 

Su Lang was going to hunt down Shang Jiuqu. 

But at this moment. 



Rumble! 

An extremely powerful aura suddenly descended! 

"Ok?" 

"This breath is... Gu Jun!?" 

Su Lang's expression moved, stopped, and looked at the place where the breath descended. 

An old man has already appeared there, looking at the familiar shiny black hair and vicissitudes of life 

but bright eyes, it is the emperor Gujun Zhou! 

"Ha ha." 

"Unexpectedly, Emperor Gu Jun Zhou actually teamed up with Shang Jiuqu to hunt me down!" 

"Being chased and killed by two senior Nine Universe Eternal Realm powerhouses is quite fascinating." 

Su Lang looked at Emperor Gujun Zhou with a sneer at the corner of his mouth. 

at the same time. 

Emperor Gu Jun Zhou was also looking at Su Lang. 

"what happened!" 

"The said Su Lang has fallen into a state of extreme weakness?" 

"Does Su Lang look weak now?" 

"Could it be that Shang Jiuqu was lying to me? He didn't fight Su Lang at all?" 

"No, the remaining traces on this battlefield are evidence of the war. They did fight to the death." 

"So, Su Lang has recovered by himself!?" 

"Hey, how is it possible? I rushed over as soon as I received the news. How could he recover to his peak 

state in such a short time!?" 

"..." 

After seeing Su Lang, Emperor Gujun froze in the void, his wide-eyed eyes flashed like a frightening 

storm. 

But then. 

Another possibility emerged in his mind. 

That is that Su Lang may be bluffing and scornful! 

‘Blazing...very possible! ’ 

‘Maybe I can find out what he is now! ’ 



Emperor Gu Jun Zhou took a deep breath, and the color of thinking flashed through the suddenly 

shrinking pupils. 

at this time. 

Chapter 2800: Gujun, wash your neck and wait 

"Gu Jun, you also killed him." 

Su Lang sneered, "You run so far, don't you worry about the danger of your lair?" 

This statement came out. 

Emperor Gu Jun Zhou's eyes condensed immediately! 

‘Su Lang can go directly from the Frost Obsidian Universe to the Yilong Universe, and maybe he can 

return directly to the Frost Obsidian Universe! ’ 

‘Damn it, if he is allowed to appear in the Frost Obsidian Universe, I’m afraid my lair will suffer! ’ 

‘No, he must be stopped! ’ 

All kinds of thoughts flashed in the heart of Emperor Gu Jun Zhou, and then, without a word, he started 

directly! 

Huh! 

An extremely fierce sword light erupted from Emperor Gujun Zhou, and slammed into Su Lang's face, 

the speed reaching the extreme! 

"Little master has been waiting for you for a long time, quack!" 

Accompanied by an extremely rampant voice, Tianjia's eight-sided shield blocked Gujun's sword light. 

At this time, the eight-sided shield of Tianjiao was attached with the secret technique of "Severance No 

Respect", and the defensive power had reached the level of the Nine Universes! 

clang--! ! 

The incomparably harsh sound and the aftermath of the battle swayed away, ploughing the messy 

universe around it again! 

The next moment. 

An equally fierce sword light bounced back from the eight-sided shield of the sky, and slammed in front 

of Emperor Gujun Zhou. 

"what!" 

"It can actually rebound the attack, and the ratio is so exaggerated, it's 80%!" 

"..." 

When the emperor Gujun was horrified, he quickly deployed defensive methods to block the 

rebounding power of the eight-sided shield. 
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Rumbling. 

In a huge explosion. 

"The word secret!" 

"This universe, respect me!" 

"The force of the natural universe confines Su Lang!" 

Gu Jun quickly pinched the tactics with both hands, and the strange waves on his body swayed away, 

which was the power of the secret of words. 

However, the power of the entire natural universe was mobilized, forming an extremely terrifying 

confinement, to block Su Lang's power and retreat! 

"Ah." 

"Master of the universe!" 

Su Lang chuckled and directly started the Cosmos Domination Secret Art, "Give me the imprisonment of 

Gujun!" 

Suddenly! 

Yilong Universe has directly transformed from Gujun's home game into Su Lang's home game! 

Su Lang immediately seized control of the forces of the natural universe that had been swayed, and slew 

towards Emperor Gu Jun Zhou in the opposite direction. 

"what!!" 

"how can that be!" 

Emperor Gu Jun Zhou opened his eyes in anger, his mouth was dumbfounded, and the stormy waves in 

his heart almost spurted out of the seven orifices! 

He was really horrified, too incredible! 

He could clearly feel that the secret technique used by Su Lang had the meaning of'word secret'. 

However, compared with Su Lang's Domination of the Universe, his own word secret is nothing short of 

a witch, and there is even a feeling that the secret of the word is a simplified version of the Dominator of 

the Universe. 

however. 

The secret of Su Lang's words and characters was learned from him! 

Now, he was actually surpassed by Su Lang, and far surpassed! 

This caused a lot of damage to the self-confidence of Emperor Gu Jun Zhou. 

He has always been proud of the seven-character secret of his creation, but now he has been beaten by 

Su Lang! 



Just when Emperor Gu Jun Zhou was horrified. 

The power of the natural universe mobilized by the cosmic domain's dominating secret technique has 

formed a strong imprisonment and has fallen on the emperor Gujun! 

"Su Lang!" 

"I will kill you!" 

Emperor Gu Jun Zhou was very angry, full of breath and murderous aura. 

But he saw a large amount of white energy burst out of his body, forming a defense around him, 

blocking the power of the natural universe. 

at the same time. 

A thin blue blade appeared in the hands of Emperor Gujun Zhou with a fierce wave! 

If a blade of light imitated to cut through the entire Yilong universe, it instantly slammed in front of Su 

Lang. 

"It turns out that the knife is the weapon you are good at." 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, flipped his right hand, and the Youtian sword slashed out. 

Sneer! 

The pure white sword light bloomed fiercely, colliding with the blue sword light in the void of the 

universe. 

The time and space around was torn and annihilated again, forming terrifying cosmic holes. 

"Die to me!" 

Seeing that the light of the knife was blocked, Emperor Gu Jun Zhou frowned, and directly slammed Su 

Lang with the knife. 

"Oh, don't worry." 

"When I overturn your old nest, I will come back to kill you." 

"Gu Jun, wash your neck and wait, I'll be back soon!" 

Su Lang smiled coldly, once again cut out a sword light, and at the same time used a clone replacement. 

Suddenly. 

Jian Guang flew out, Su Lang exchanged positions with the clone in Shuang Yao's universe, and then 

retracted the clone instantly. 

boom! ! 

Emperor Gu Jun held a thin blue blade, slashing the sword light before him, and continued to kill. 

However, Su Lang has disappeared! 



"Su Lang child!!" 

Emperor Gujun Zhou stiffened all over, and his pupils trembled slightly. 

He knows that his lair is gone! ! 

 


